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Land Acknowledgement
All four of us are presenting today from the Denver, Colorado metropolitan area and
representing the University of Denver, and as such, we want to acknowledge that:
“The University of Denver resides on lands that are held in stewardship by the Cheyenne
and Arapaho tribes. It is with much gratitude that we recognize the descendant
communities of the Northern Cheyenne Tribe of Montana, the Northern Arapaho Tribe
of Wyoming, and the Southern Cheyenne and Arapaho Tribes of Oklahoma and
remember that it is through their sacrifices that we are able to engage in learning and
collaboration to further the study of higher education. To learn more about DU’s
recognition and reconciliation of their involvement in the Sand Creek Massacre, please
review the John Evan’s Report at
https://portfolio.du.edu/evcomm/page/52699”

Positionality Statement

We recognize that as four white faculty working at a predominantly white institution,
our perspectives are limited. It is our hope that presenting and discussing our research
methodologies and our curriculum and pedagogy today will allow us to further
recognize our limitations. We are committed to listening, continually revising, and
improving our practices with the ongoing goal of greater inclusion of the richly diverse
identities and experiences of our colleagues and students.

Roundtable Format
● What specific student populations are in need of greater support at your home
institution(s)? Institutional barriers?
● What curriculum or pedagogy have you designed to help support
underrepresented student populations in your classroom?
● In what ways might interventions designed for a specific student population be
beneficial to all students?
● How might some of the research methods we describe be adapted to your own
institutional contexts? Institutional barriers?
● How might some of the pedagogical interventions we describe today be useful
to you or your students? What adaptations might be necessary for your
institutional contexts?

Supporting First-Gen College Students
through Qualitative Research and
Intentional Course Design
Aubrey Schiavone

Research Questions:
Understanding The
Literacies of FirstGen College Students

How do first-generation college
students describe the literacies
they are asked to practice in the
first year writing classroom?
● How do first-generation college
students describe the literacies
they practice outside the
classroom?
● How do these students describe
strategies for successfully or
unsuccessfully navigating the
relationship between literacies
they practice outside first year
writing and literacies they are
asked to practice in first year
writing?
●

Research Methods:
Understanding The
Literacies of FirstGen College
Students

● Surveys
● Observations
● Three Interviews
○ Life history: family, high school,
college choice processes
○ First-year writing contexts
○ Home, work, extracurricular
contexts
● 78 hours of interview data, about
five hours with each student
● Inductive and deductive coding with
77 codes across 5 categories

Participants: 15 First-Gen College Students
● Race Ethnicity
○ Black or African American
(7)
○ Jewish (1)
○ Mexican (1)
○ White or Caucasian (5)
○ Haitian (1)
○ Bengali (1)
○ Middle Eastern/Arab/Yemeni
(1)
● 3 First-Gen American Students
● 9 Bi/Multi-lingual Students

● Gender
○ Women (8)
○ Men (7)
● Sexuality
○ 3 students disclosed
LGBTQIA+ identities
● Religious Affiliation
○ Catholic (2)
○ Jewish and Christian (1)
○ Muslim (1)

Major Findings and
Implications from
the Study

First-Gen College Students
●

●

●

Know a lot about social class inequality and are often
motivated by those inequalities to attend college. They
can tell you a lot about their personal experiences and
about more abstract theories and principles if given the
space and asked the right questions.
Have worked and are working throughout their pathways
to and through college. They know a lot about how to
transfer skills and knowledge between academic
environments and workplaces.
Have moved through many different contexts and
communities and are excellent rhetorical listeners.

Higher Education Institutions and Field
●
●

Needs more research with these students—research that
accounts for first-gens’ lived experiences in rich detail.
We need institutional change to better support these
students. They are already transforming our institutions,
making them more diverse and more inclusive. They
contribute so much to our universities already with
considerable institutional barrier in place. Imagine what
they could do with better support.

Intentional Course
Design: “Who Are You
And Why Are You
Here?: Social Class
and College Culture”

● 16% of DU’s Fall 2021 entering
class identifies as First-Gen
● Required “First-Year Seminar”
course (not first-year writing)
● Aimed at building community and
modeling academic inquiry
● Learning goal: “active member of
an intellectual community”
● First-year, first-quarter students
● Teaching, advising, and mentoring
components

Intentional Course
Design: “Who Are You
And Why Are You
Here?: Social Class
and College Culture”

● Want students to feel
empowered to critique higher
education even as they benefit
from it
● Want students to feel
empowered to enact change in
unequal systems (of education)
● Want students to feel that their
individual experiences matter
and connect them to
communities of support
● Colleges and universities are
institutions with many facets
and stakeholders not just
schools where students take
classes

The Curriculum: Class Readings

The Curriculum: Class Readings

The Curriculum: Class Readings

Intentional Course
Design: Scaffolded
Assignments

●
●
●
●

Weekly Reflections
Photo Projects
Video Compositions
Reflective ePortfolio

Student Projects:
Maya’s Weekly
Reflection

Student Projects: Fernanda’s Reflections and Video
Fernanda’s Weekly Reflection

Student Projects:
Gracie’s Photo
Project

Student Example: Robel’s Video Composition

Student Example: Jaylee’s Final Portfolio

Student Example: Cassandra’s Final Portfolio
“But now, I’m learning to push myself more out of my comfort zone. I’m trying new things
in college, I’m meeting new people, and I’m living my life with no regrets, which makes
me feel happier. I think that in terms of me as a learner, I’m more willing to be wrong and
ask for help when I need it, which is something that has definitely helped me in my
FSEM this past quarter.
My perception of college has significantly changed throughout my time at DU, but more
specifically my FSEM. I see the impact of social class in universities, which has made
me more empathetic to understanding other people’s experiences. It makes me want to
fix the issues of socioeconomic class in our society, however, I know that it’s a very
unrealistic goal to achieve.”

Some Takeaways

●
●

●

I think it’s working?
In our institutional context, this most
directly means supporting privileged
students in examining their
educational experiences and
opportunities with an eye towards
effecting change and challenging the
status quo.
But, there are a many different kinds of
students in the classroom, as these
projects show. And, I think/hope this
curriculum is working to support all
students, not only more privileged
students.

Some Takeaways

●

●
●

Overall, students’ projects show some
evidence that they are thinking
critically about the institution of
college, about our home institution of
DU, and reflecting on their personal
experiences and goals for their college
careers.
It’s not easy; I have to constantly
revise and adapt.
It would be easy to teach this course
about a less controversial topic, but I
think it’s worth it to support students in
thinking critically about educational
inequality and our roles in perpetuating
or interrupting it.

Education, Ethics,
Empathy

●

●

These students will likely become part
of the 36% of Americans who have
bachelor’s degrees (US Census
Bureau). I want them to start thinking
now about why that matters and what
they can and should do with the
privilege of their college degrees.
I hope these students will become
professionals and leaders who care
about and empathize with the people
around them, especially those whose
experiences differ from their own.

Course Syllabus

Here is a link to the course syllabus if
you’d like to adapt all or part of it to your
classrooms and courses. I’m always
happy to talk pedagogy, so please feel
welcome to contact me at
aubrey.schiavone@du.edu

Let’s Discuss
● What specific student populations are in need of greater support at your home
institution(s)? Institutional barriers?
● What curriculum or pedagogy have you designed to help support
underrepresented student populations in your classrooms?
● In what ways might interventions designed for a specific student population be
beneficial to all students?
● How might some of the research methods we describe be adapted to your own
institutional contexts? Institutional barriers?
● How might some of the pedagogical interventions we describe be useful to you
or your students? What adaptations might be necessary for your institutional
contexts?
● Questions, concerns, responses beyond these?

